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Executive Summary
We observe a series of X-ray microflares with RHESSI from different locations
within the same active region.
Coherent radio emission (short-lived bursts and spikes, broad-band continuum)
was observed with the VLA. It was co-temporal, but not co-spatial with the
flares.
Interpretation:
In some flares, electrons were accelerated near the main flare site and were
transported far away. In other flares, the observations suggest secondary
acceleration, possibly triggered by the main flare, but potentially completely
independent of it.
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Figure 1. The Standard Model for the magnetic evolution of a solar eruptive event (SEE). (a) The reconnection process,
with inflowing magnetic field in blue and outflowing field in green. (b) This reconnection in the larger context,
producing the new flare arcade below and the magnetic flux rope above. (c) How the sheared arcade of loops
reconnects to produce the flux rope and the less sheared flare arcade. [Reproduced from Holman [2012a], with the
RHESSI
2021 of the American Institute of Physics].
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Reality is not 2-dimensional and
even small flares can be surprisingly
complex
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re 1. Temporal evolution of radio and X-ray emission during the B1.7-class flare on 2012 February 25 (SOL2012-020:50:34). Top: VLA dynamic spectrum showing the total flux computed from the radio images for each frequency-time
in the observation. Each pixel has a size of 4 MHz and 1 s in frequency and time respectively. The second panel shows
equency averaged VLA spectrum from 1.65 GHz to 2.03 GHz. The inset shows 5 distinct radio bursts marked by letters.
hird panel shows X-ray light curves from RHESSI and GOES.

Two different, simultaneous
electron populations during a
small flare (Sharma et al. 2020)

nal longer loop that connects the southern ribbon
the eastern end of the northern ribbon.
3. RADIO AND X-RAY ANALYSIS

e VLA observations had a frequency coverage of 1
to 2.03 GHz ( = 15–30 cm) with a spectral reson of 1 MHz and temporal resolution of 1 second in
the right-hand- and left-hand-circular polarization
P and LCP). The spectral range of the observation
divided uniformly into 8 spectral windows. Each
ral window had 128 1-MHz-wide frequency chanThe observations were taken in the C configuraof the VLA, which had a maximum baseline length
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(FWHM) of the synthesized beam, of 1500 by 1000 at
2 GHz, which is inversely proportional to the observing frequency (1/⌫GHz ). RHESSI observed this event
in its standard observing mode. It had completed an
annealing procedure of its germanium detectors three
days prior to the present observations, which resulted
in seven out of nine detectors being in optimal working
condition with good sensitivity and spectral resolution.
3.1. X-ray imaging and spectral analysis

Using the standard RHESSI data analysis package
in the IDL SolarSoftware, we produced images and
spectra between 20:46 UT and 20:59 UT, using
60 secFigure
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8. Evolution of the AIA 94 Å EUV ribbons (black and white image, color table inverted), X-ray RHESSI sources
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Flares originated at three different locations
F1 and F4: actually two flares! Both sources imaged with RHESSI.
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Radio sources far displaced from X-ray
Top row: Locations of X-ray sources at 4 8 keV relative to EUV emission in the FeVIII line (left) and an HMI
sources
m (right).
On the AIA FeIIXX-image the X-ray sources are indicated by the 50%, 70%, and 90% contours of RHESSI
mbers next to the sources give the flare number according to the legend on the right. On the right, the location
Broad-band continuum is thermal emission
emission in RHESSI images is indicated by crosses. Here, the location of weaker X-ray sources during F1 and F4
atedfrom
near coordinates
[650,300] and
[680,260], respectively. Di↵erent symbols are used for better visibility with
the active
region.

mbol size. The starting times of the RHESSI images are given to the right in the respective colors along with the
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Bottom
row: AIA 171 Å image and HMI image overlaid with the frequency-averaged location of the radio sources
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this energy range. The temperatures of the flare
spikes
F
between 10.0 MK in F2 to 14.3 MK in F4 and
emission measure was lowest in F7 at 1.2 ⇥ 10
and highest in F2 at 4.2 ⇥ 1046 cm 3 Even t
non-thermal component could be fitted in F4
the uncertainties are large, as shown in Table 2
has to be viewed as an upper limit on the non
electron flux.

Figure 2. Panels A and B: Example of RHESSI count spectrum and corresponding image (F4). Panel A shows the RHESSI
count spectrum where the range 4 8 keV is colored blue and the range 10 18 keV
is colored
pink. The grey line gives
4.2.2.
Radiospectra
the background level. The image in panel B is an AIA FeIIXX image with contours from the RHESSI images at 4 8 keV
and 10 8 keV overlaid in the respective colors. In this case, the spectrum and images suggest some flaring emission, of the
The spectra shown in Figure 2 show the m
same order as the background level, up to 15 keV. Panel C gives the photon spectrum fitted with a thermal component (blue)
as a function
of frequ
plus a nonthermal thick target component (green). Panel D: brightness
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F6. Contours are at 90% and 99% levels of maximum
LCPduring
polarisation
F6s, F6b and F5 the brightn
emission in each image. Panel D: Radio brightness temperature spectra, color coded according to legend, where 6b denotes
perature
lowposition
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⇠ 0.5 Panel
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de
the radio burst during F6. Colored dots indicate the frequencies
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No clear frequency dependence of locations (e.g. along field lines)

Some radio emissions were faint (compare T -spectrum) à locations
not shown due to high uncertainties.
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Figure 3. Top row: Locations of X-ray sources at 4 8 keV relativ
magnetogram (right). On the AIA FeIIXX-image the X-ray sources are
CLEAN. Numbers next to the sources give the flare number accordin
of maximum emission in RHESSI images is indicated by crosses. Her
are also indicated near coordinates [650,300] and [680,260], respectiv
arbitrary symbol size. The starting times of the RHESSI images are
flare number. Bottom row: AIA 171 Å image and HMI image overlaid
associated with each flare. The size of the cross gives the standard de
better visibility, the location and standard deviation of the spike loc
and F6s are marked, respectively.
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stricted us to centroid locations for which the maximum
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Conclusions
Variety of radio emissions observed co-temporal, but not co-spatial
with a series of X-ray microflares
Two possible scenarios
Electrons are accelerated at
flare site and transported away
(flare no. 7, possibly 4 and 5)

Electrons are accelerated at a
secondary acceleration site, or
even completely independently
of co-temporal flare (no. 6)
Even microflares can be surprisingly complex with multiple
acceleration sites and complex loops systems along which electrons
are transported.
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